The Universal Mind and I

We are born into a wild and turbulent wilderness, not knowing how we got here or what
purpose we serve. We join together and find solace in the company of others and get down to
the task of living - but we never stop wondering. Why is it that every known civilisation
throughout history has believed in the notion of a greater unseen reality? Are we born with an
intuitive understanding that we a part of something greater? Or is it just wishful
thinking?Spirituality is currently undergoing a dramatic change as new thoughts and ideas beat
at the door of orthodox thought. Church doors may be closing around the world but the belief
in a greater unseen reality refuses to die. We are entering into a golden age of discovery, a
special time where receptivity to new ideas are at there highest. Never before have we had so
much information at hand and never before has the key to unlocking the code to life been so
close at hand.The Universal Mind & I attempts to unlock the answer to this age old mystery.
Founded on the principle of opposites (comparable to Yin and Yang theory on a basic level) it
describes how our universe it but one half of a totality. It shows why the common belief that
we are a temporal being is based on incomplete and erroneous information. It describes an
evolutionary journey that transcends this state of existence. And it describes the state of
Nirvana that exists at the center point of existence. Most importantly of all, it provides a
logical and rational discourse that is so often found lacking in texts relating to spiritual
investigation.
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There is a single, intelligent Consciousness that pervades the entire Universe - the Universal
Mind. It is all knowing, all powerful, all creative and always present.
What we call the Universal Mind is the manifestation of all thoughtform into physical
experience. Physical experience consists of thought that has been given .
The Universal Mind Principle. Every intelligent being has a mind. Sure, we have a body but it
is our mind that makes us so special. We could in fact remove our. Kongtrul Rinpoche
contrasts universal mind to â€œsmall mind,â€• his term for the self- clinging, self-identified
part of ourselves; the place we typically. A look at that Original Intelligent Creative Power,
known by many names, but more often referred to here as Universal Mind.
The Universal Mind & I: Intelligent Spiritual Philosophy [Martin Moore] on Amazon .com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Why do I exist? What purpose do I. We call it the
Universal Mind because when we go beyond it, we see it as mind. But it is not mind as created
by me personally. It's the mind that actually exists as . To know this Universal Mind, one must
undo all your have learning of indicative knowledge (this knowledge indicates this, and that
knowledge indicates that and .
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